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We formulate a condition on a local specification I on a countable product space 
Mr, M being a Riemannian manifold or a discrete set { - 1, + 1 ), assuring that the 
corresponding set of Gibbs measures consists of a unique measure p satisfying a 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a finite dimensional, connected smooth Riemannian manifold 
and let ( 1 ), resp. 8, be the associated inner product, resp. gradient 
operator. By A we denote the Bore1 o-algebra of sets in M. 
Let 0 = Mr be a countable product space and let Z denote the a-algebra 
of its subsets generated by product topology. In the defined space we have 
a family of natural projections 
!23col-+HW,EM”, ncr. (0.1) 
(If .4 = {i} for some i E r we will write simply wi instead of o ( ik .) We can 
consider 62 as the product M” x MAC, with AC E r\A for any nonempty set 
A t r. If A c r then we set ZA to be the smallest sub-a-algebra of Z; such 
that all projections oi, iE A, are Z,, measurable. For A s r we have 
C, = C. The c-algebra C, of events at infinity is defined 
z, = 0 z/v, (0.2 1 AeF 
where intersection goes over all elements of the family 9 of finite sets in 
r. If a real function f on Q is Z’,, measurable we write simply f E L',, . By 
* Supported by SFB 237. 
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IfI we denote the absolute value of a function f: It is useful to define 
embeddings 
6~:M”42 (0.3) 
with 6 E 0 and n c I?, so that for any measurable real function f on (Q, 2) 
we can define a function 
d;fAl"+ R (0.4) 
by 
(S? f )(w,) := f (On x G/p). (0.5) 
Let g’(Q) (resp. V:(Q)) be the space of functions f EZ for which 
byfEW1(M) (resp. E%‘;(M)) for all JET and GESZ, where 92’(M) (resp. 
Vi(M)) denotes the space of differentiable real functions on M (resp. addi- 
tionally with bounded derivatives). For f E w’(Q) we define a gradient 
vf E (vif )ieT (0.6) 
by 
(vif )(O) := a(SYf )(Oi) (0.7) 
and we set 
Ivf 12= C (vif I vif)* (0.8) 
isr 
Let p be a probability measure on (Q, C). We write p(f ), or simply &, to 
denote the expectation value of a measurable real function f computed with 
the measure p. By Z+(p) we denote the space of functions f E W’(Q) for 
which p IVf I2 and pf2 are finite. For two measurable functions f and g on 
(a, Z) we define the truncated correlation function 
Af, g) := llfg - PfPC (0.9) 
A probability measure p satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (for 
short, log-S) with a coefficient 0 < c < co iff 
Pf 2 1% If I G cl* IVf I2 + luf 2 lW(Pf 2)“2 (0.10) 
for any function f E X+(p). The logarithmic Sobolev inequalities have been 
introduced in [ 1 J as a generalization of classical Sobolev inequalities to 
infinite dimensional spaces. It was shown there that the log-Sobolev 
inequality is equivalent to the hypercontractivity of the semigroup 
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P, s e--l”, t > 0, with generator H defined by the Dirichlet form /L lV’l* (if 
closable). It was also observed there that the log-S inequalities have a 
remarkable inductive property, which can be formulated as follows: If log-S 
holds for a probability measure ,u on (M, 4)” with coefficient c, and for 
a probability measure p on (M, A) with coefficient cp, then the probability 
measure p @ p on (M, A)” + ’ satisfies log-S with coefficient max(c,, c,,). 
This in particular implies that an infinite product p@’ satisfies log-S with 
coefficient c,. Using this one may conclude (see [1 3) that also a Gaussian 
measure on the space of tempered distributions (Y’, g), representing the 
free euclidean field [33], satisfies log-S. To find a first nontrivial example 
of probability measure on an infinite dimensional space, i.e., a nonproduct 
and non-Gaussian measure, was possible after the invention by Bakry and 
Emery [2] of a very nice sufficient condition, called the r,-criterion, 
implying log-S. Using the r,-criterion it was shown in [3] that the infinite 
volume measures of statistical mechanical systems on (SN)‘, SN being an 
N> 2 dimensional unit sphere, at sufficiently high temperatures atisfy 
log-S. An extension of these results along the same lines has been worked 
out in a recent work [4]. The purpose of our work is to give another con- 
dition assuring a probability measure p on an infinite dimensional space 
satisfies log-S. The central role in our approach is played by a Gibbs struc- 
ture [S, 61. We consider a loca specification F = {E;} n E,P whose elements 
are the probability kernels satisfying the following requirements: 
(i) For any n E 8 and w E Q, ET is a probability measure on (L?, Z). 
(ii) For any bounded function f~ C and /1 E 9, the function 
is Znc measurable and for all f E-E,,’ we have 
(iii) (Compatibility Condition) For any A, A’ E 9, A’ c n we have 
For a local specification d we define the set Y(8) of associated Gibbs 
measures to be the set of probability measures p on (Q, C) fulfilling 
K4=P (0.11) 
for all n E P. By I%(&) we denote the set of extremal Gibbs measures, i.e., 
of measures p E s(8) which have no nontrivial convex linear representation 
in terms of other elements of %(a). 
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We will assume the family d = {EL } ,, E F to be a differentiable specifica- 
tion (or for short vi-specilication) in the sense that for any function 
f~ @(52) the functions EL A A E 9 are also in %‘(a). 
Our criterion for a Gibbs measure ,U to satisfy log-S is formulated, 
similarly as the Dobrushin uniqueness condition [7-91, in terms of one 
point kernels E; E b, i E r. We assume the following condition (C): 
(Ci) The probability measures Eo satisfy log-S with a constant 
0 < c,, < cc independent of i E r and w E 52. 
(Cii) There is a matrix c = (C, > O}i,i,, such that for any strictly 
positive function fE q:‘(Q) 
IVJE~f*)“*( < (ET ~Vjf~*)“* + C,,(E: IVif12)1’2 (0.12) 
for any i, Jo r, i # j. For i = j the Ihs of (0.12) equals zero by definition of 
local specification and therefore we have Cii z 0. 
The inequality (0.12) has formally the same form as in Lemma C2.2 
inequality (8) of [S], essentially used there for the proof of the Dobrushin 
uniqueness theorem. 
If the matrix c is “sufficiently small” the above condition (C) allows us 
to get an inductive proof of the log-Sobolev inequality. This generalizes the 
inductive character of log-S mentioned before for product measures. 
In Sections 1 and 2 of our work we prove the following result: 
THEOREM 0.1. Let b= {E’,},,, be a 59’ local specgication satisfying 
condition (C) with a corresponding matrix c - {C,}. Suppose 
y E ;fF max 
( 
1 Cji 3 1 C, < 1. 
jsr jeT > 
Then the unique Gibbs measure p E 9(6) satisfies the log-Sobolev inequality 
(0.14) 
with a constant 
for anyfEH+b). 
O<c<c,(l -y)-2 (0.15) 
In Section 3 we give examples of applications of Theorem 0.1 to the 
cases important in statistical mechanics and quantum field theory when the 
manifold A4 can be compact as well as noncompact. Section 4 is devoted 
to a generalization of the preceding result to the case of discrete spin 
systems when Mr { - 1, +l }. Then the role of gradient operator a is 
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played by the projection operator. onto nonconstant functions. In this 
situation we shall have to consider a modified condition (Cii) with the first 
term on the rhs of (0.12) multiplied by a constant 1 < c1< co. Under some 
smallness condition on y we get a similar result, with the corresponding 
constant in the log-Sobolev inequality dependent now also on TV. This 
generalization is important for application to investigation of stochastic 
dynamics of discrete spin systems considered in statistical mechanics (see 
[12-15, 18, 191 and references therein). In the last section we give some 
discussion of our results. We argue there that log-Sobolev inequalities 
should hold far outside of Dobrushin’s uniqueness region. 
We propose also to consider some problems connected with stochastic 
dynamics, which we think are interesting both for mathematics and 
physics. 
1. LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES FOR GIBBS MEASURES 
This section is devoted to proving the log-Sobolev inequality for a Gibbs 
measure p E Y(B), i.e., the inequality 
Pff’ 1% II-1 G CP Iv-l2 + PC2 log(l!f2)“2~ (1.1) 
assuming d = {E;},,:, is a differentiable local specification fulfilling con- 
dition (C) with a corresponding matrix c satisfying (0.13). Let us mention 
that according to the results of [l] it is sufficient to prove (1.1) only for 
strictly positive functions f from a suitable dense subset of X+(p). Our 
strategy is the following: Letfbe a bounded positive function in Vi(Q) and 
f E ZJ for some 2 E 9. We begin by applying the delinition of Gibbs 
measure (0.11) with a kernel E;,, i, E r, and the uniform log-Sobolev 
inequality for this kernel (condition (Ci)). 
d2 log IfI= P(Ei,f2 log If ) 
GPCCOE~, I~~~f12+E~~f2~O~(~~~f2)“21 
=COP IVilf12+~L(E;If2 log(Ei,f2)"2). (1.2) 
Next we take another point i,Er and apply the same arguments to the 
second term on the rhs of (1.2). This together with (1.2) gives the inequality 
M-’ log Ifl G cob IY,fl’+ P IVi,(E;,f2)“212) 
+ P(Ei,Ei,f2 10g(Ei,E;,f2)“2). (1.3) 
We will take a sequence of points {i, E r}nsN and apply iteratively the 
above arguments. In this way after the n th, n 2 2, step, we obtain 
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n-l 
P IVjlf12+ C P lVi~+1(Ei~“‘Ei,f2)1’2~2 
k=l > 
+/l((E, .“Ei,f*) lOg(E, ‘.‘Ej,f*)“*)* (1.4) 
Our goal will be to show the following 
LEMMA 1.1. There is a sequence I= {i& E I? ] kEN such that assumption 
(0.13) for the matrix condition (Cii) implies the bound 
n-1 
CL Ivi,f12 + C P lVik+,CEik . ..Ei.f*)“*12~(l-y)-*~ IVfl’ (1.5) 
k=l 
for any n E N and a positive function f E X+ (11). 
Under the same assumption and with the same sequence 1~ 
iikEr}kENy similar considerations as the one used to show the bound 
(1.5) will give also 
LEMMA 1.2. For any bounded positive function f E q:(Q), f E 22, with 
;iEF 
lim E, . ..Ei. f*=pf* (1.6) 
n-m 
the limit being understood in L,(p) and in the case of a compact manifold M 
also in the supremum norm, 
The last lemma implies that the second term on the rhs of (1.4) con- 
verges to pf2 log(pf *)l12. Combining this, (1.5), and (1.4) we get the log- 
Sobolev inequality for the Gibbs measure ,u with corresponding coefficient 
c<c,(l-7))‘. (1.7) 
This ends the proof of (1.1). In the course of the proof of Lemma 1.2 we 
show also that the measure /J is unique. 
In view of (1.6), representing a Gibbs measure p as an infinite “convolu- 
tion” of probability measures satisfying log-S (with uniformly bounded 
coefficients), it is no wonder that also the measure p satisfies the 
log-Sobolev inequality. This generalizes the inductive property of log-S 
observed by L. Gross [ 11. Let us note that the representation (1.6) is a 
general feature of Dobrushin uniqueness theory l-7-111. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. At the beginning we give a construction of some 
(natural) sequence I E {i, E r } ksN going infinitely many times through 
each point of the lattice in the sense that for any iE I- it contains an infinite 
subsequence {i&* : i&” = i}neN. (Let us note however that essentially our 
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arguments are independent of a specific sequence going infinitely many 
times through each point of the lattice.) 
We take an increasing sequence &, E {A, E F} ,E N, called a countable 
base of r, defined by the condition that 
VAEF~,-,EN, AcA,~. 
For m E N we introduce the numbers 
(1.8) 
L- i l/1,1 (1.9) 
/=I 
with IAl denoting the number of points in a set n E 9. We fix also an order 
< in I? satisfying 
for any I E N. 
We define the sequence I E { ik E r}keN inductively as follows: For 
k~[l, K,] we take ikEA, ordered so that ik<ik+, and for 
k~ CL Km+,l, m E N, we take all points ik E /i, + 1 ordered according to 
the order <. 
Now for f E X+(p) we would like to consider a particular term from the 
lhs of (1.5) with k 3 1. Let us introduce the following notation 
F,,-f (1.11) 
and for keN 
Fk~(E;kF~~1)“2=(E;k.-Ei,f2)“2. (1.12) 
We shall analyze the expressions 
lVik+~FkI = lVi,+,(Ei,...Eilf2)1’21. (1.13) 
Applying condition (Cii) we get 
Iteration of this step yields the following inequality 
IVik+ ,(Eik ...Ei,f2)1’21 < C Aif+:!‘(E,,...E, IVif12)"* (1.15) 
icr 
with some matrix 
Aw+l) {q+l)} (1.16) 
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satisfying the (crude) bound 
o&lj;+l)<sji+ c (C”)ji. 
n=l 
By squaring (1.15) and using the Schwarz inequality we get 
(1.17) 
Let us now observe that from the bound (1.17) and condition (0.13) we 
have the upper bound 
1 $,k+:f’<(l -y)-‘. (1.19) 
jer 
Using this and taking the expectation of both sides of (1.18) we get 
P IVi~+,(Ei,...Ei,f2)1’212~(l-y)-1 C A!,k:!)p IVif12, (1.20) 
ier 
where in the last step on the right hand side we used the definition of Gibbs 
measure (and for k= 0, what corresponds to the inequality for the first 
term from the Ihs of (1.5), we set Ai,ij = S,,,). Now we sum inequalities 
(1.20) over k > 0. The sum of left hand sides of (1.20) is exactly the left 
hand side of (1.5) in Lemma 1.1. To discuss the sum of the right hand sides 
of (1.20) let us analyze in more detail the matrices Ack+‘) coming from the 
induction (1.14). First of all from the definition of the matrix A(‘+l) 
(obtained by iteration of (1.14)) we see that A;;+“#0 only forj= ik+l and 
ie {i, 
{.i,, 
, . . . . ik+, >. The matrix elements AjZ!+i) are defined by the paths 
. . . . j,} with at most k steps (i.e., l<Z<k+l) and jl-ik+l,j,=i. 
Because Cii = 0, we see that if I> 1 we have j, #j, + i and then with the 
bond (j,, jm+ 1) we have associated a factor Cimjm+, . Let us note that the 
path (j,, ji), with one step and identical initial and final points j, = ik+ 1, 
can appear if and only if ik+ ,$ {i,, . . . . ik}. If we fix jE r and look for 
kEZ+ such that ik+,=j, we see that we can get the term Sji in A;““) only 
for the first k = k, E Z + such that iko+ i = j. Let us see also what we get 
when ik+ i appears at least once in the sequence (i,, . . . . ik). Let 1 < I< k be 
the biggest number such that i,= ik+ ,. Then using (Cii) and the triangle 
inequality we can continue (1.14) by expanding (with use of (Cii) the first 
term on its rhs. This gives 
IVik+lFkl G (E,E,-1 IVi~+1Fk-212)“2 
+ cik+lik-l (E,Eik-, IVik-lFk-212)1’2 
+ Cik+lik(Eik IVikFk-112)“2. (1.21) 
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Let us observe that such a procedure of expanding always the term 
containing V, + , terminates after the (k - I)th step. This is because in that 
step we have 
Vi~+,F,~Vi~+,(Ei,...Ei,f2)~‘2=0 (1.22) 
for i k + , = il (which is a consequence of the definition of local specification). 
Hence we get 
This procedure shows also that for a fixed i, j E r and k, k’ E Z + such that 
lk+l=J=lk’+l (1.24) 
the sets of paths defining A!!+ ‘) 
Jl 
resp. A,‘“’ + ‘) are different. Using this we can 
termwise identify 
,;, (4kk+:l)) = XJi (1.25) 
&+I=/ 
with x being the Green function of the random walk on r with transition 
probabilities Cji, i.e., 
Xji= C tCn)ji. (1.26) 
TI>O 
(This is similar to Dobrushin theory [7-111.) From (0.13) we have also 
that 
o< c x,&(1 -?)--I. (1.27) 
jcr 
Therefore, using (1.20), (1.24)-( 1.27) we obtain 
1 P lVik+,tE, . ..EJ)“212<(1 -y)-2p IVj-1’ (1.28) 
ktN 
which ends the proof of Lemma 1.1. [ 
To finish the proof of the log-Sobolev inequality (1.1) it is now enough 
to show that (1.6) is true. Here we give a proof of Lemma 1.2 under the 
additional assumption that M is a compact Riemmanian manifold. The 
more general case is considered in Section 2. 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Let f be a (strictly positive) element of Vi(Q) and 
suppose that f 6 CA for some 1 E Fo. For such a function we define the 
following norm of its gradient 
IlVf II = c II IVif I II z. (1.29) 
rer 
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We extend this definition to all functions f~ q:(Q) for which the sum on 
the rhs of (1.29) is finite. When M is a compact Riemmanian manifold to 
prove Lemma 1.2 it is sufficient to show that 
This is because we have for any I> k 
sup IF:(o) - ~~(~)I 
WER 
= sup IE; ...Eik+,(F:(.)-F;f(W))I 
wcR 
6 SUP lJ34 - F:w)l G 2 IlFkII 00 sup IF/c(w) - F/J&)1 
o,uie62 O,OER 
and 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
(1.32) 
with some constant 0 < C< cc independent of k E N. Therefore (1.30) 
shows that the sequence {F: - E, . . . E, f * jk E N converges. Additionally 
since p is a Gibbs measure we have 
Pf2-m4 =Pvx)-m4) (1.33) 
and using (1.32) together with (1.30) we get (1.6). Let us note that these 
arguments show also the uniqueness of the measure p (for the case of 
compact manifold). 
Let us now prove (1.30). To do that we first take a set /1 E PO containing 
2 and show that the sum 
iz II IVJkl II co (1.34) 
can be done arbitrarily small by taking k E N sufficiently large. Given n E N, 
let k EN be a number such that each point i E n is contained in a finite 
sequence (i, , . . . . ik} at least n-times. Let n(i) be a biggest number such that 
inciJ = i. Then using the similar arguments as in (1.14) and (1.21k(1.23) 
based on the application of condition (Cii) and definition of local specifica- 
tion we obtain 
IViFkI < C C,(E, .. . E, IVi,,,Fm- 112)1’2. (1.35) 
n(i)cm<k 
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From this and (1.15) we get 
IV,F,I Q 1 cii, 1 E”gqEjk .‘.E,, (Vjf12)“2 
?l(i)<rn<k jeT 
d C Ci, SUP A$) IlVfll. (1.36) 
n(r)<m<k is.4 
Now given E > 0 let us choose a set A, E &, A c A, such that 
SUP 1 ci, <E. 
jen i,t,4; 
(1.37) 
Using this, (0.13), and (1.19) we see that 
c c Cii,SUPI~~~~<E IAl (1 -y)-‘. (1.38) 
ie,4 n(i)<m<k:i,sA~ jcii 
On the other hand using (0.13) and our assumption that n(i) > n for in A 
we get 
c c ci, sup 1:;; < //iI y sup sup AL?‘. (1.39) 
icA n(i)im<k:i,eAl jcA mz-n jsA 
ien, 
By taking n EN sufficiently large we can always satisfy the inequality 
sup supI~‘<&Y+(l-y)-‘. 
m>n je.2 ien, 
(1.40) 
Combining (1.39), (1.40) together with (1.36) we obtain 
c Iv;l;,l GE2 IAl (1 -I') -' Ilvfil. 
ie/l 
(1.41) 
Let us now consider the other part of IlVF, 1) connected to A’. Using (Cii ) 
and the fact that ;? c A we get 
,,C, IviFkl G C 1 cii’ suP Yiy IIW II. (1.42) c ieAC i’er js2 
It follows from (0.13) and (1.27) that the rhs of (1.42) can be done 
arbitrarily small by choosing A E &, ;i c A sufficiently large. This together 
with (1.41) shows (1.30) and ends the proof of Lemma 1.2. 1 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF GIBBS MEASURE FOR NONCOMPACT M 
Let b= b%hF be a differentiable local specification satisfying 
condition (Cii). In this section we assume the single spin space A4 to be 
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a noncompact Riemannian manifold and we would like to consider the 
question: When does the corresponding set of Gibbs measures 9(b) 
contain exactly one element? If A4 is noncompact his question is especially 
nontrivial. Then we know (see, e.g., [20]), that even in Dobrushin theory 
a condition corresponding to our (Cii) and (0.13) is not sufficient for 
#Z?(d) = 1. One has to complete it by adding a restriction on a set of con- 
sidered measures by imposing a suitable growth condition on the moments. 
In our situation we shall do the same and we propose to do that as follows. 
Let s(oi, 0;) denote the Riemannian distance between the points 
wi, OI EM. We assume that there is OESZ such that for some 0 <a < co 
and any JET 
Ey(oi, . ) d u2. (2.1) 
For this fixed 0 E Q and i E I- we introduce a Zi-measurable function 
SJW) = s(c&, 0,) (2.2) 
which is well defined and differentiable everywhere on M but at most a 
submanifold of dimension dim A4 - 1. It is also convenient to impose the 
following technical condition for any i E I? 
IaSil <by Ew - a.e. (2.3a) 
satisfied for all o E Q with some 0 < b < co such that 
O<yb< 1. (2.3b) 
Let us note that the restriction (2.3) is satisfied in a large class of local 
specifications which are interesting, e.g., for field theory. Using this condi- 
tion we will show the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose &= (E,},,, is a differentiable local specifica- 
tion satisfying condition (Cii) and (0.13) supplemented by requirements (2.1) 
and (2.3) if the single spin space M is noncompact. Then there is only one 
Gibbs measure ,u E Q(B) satisfying the bound 
/JSiGA (2.4) 
with a constant 0 <A < co independent of i E I?. 
Proof: First of all we have to show for noncompact M, that a Gibbs 
measure p satisfying (2.4) exists. For that we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose a local diffeientiable specification d = {E> } ,, EF 
satisfies condition (Cii) together with (2.1) and (2.3). Then for any iEl7 and 
kE:N 
EYs, < a + 1 sj(w) Cjib. (2.5) 
js r\,i 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let us note that from the Schwarz inequality we 
have 
E,si < (E,s;)“2. (2.6) 
By the fundamental theorem of calculus on manifold with j E r, j # i, we get 
(Ei~f)l’* (~)=(E,sf)” (w)[,=,+ S,,_,, dXj.Vj(Eisf)“Z) (w), (2.7) 
where (;j, + oj indicates integration over a shortest path connecting Wj and 
oi. The rhs of (2.7) can be bounded with use of (Cii) as 
(E<s~)~‘~ Cm)<(Ei~f)“~ (m)I,=,+ iti-, dsj Iv,(E;~f,‘:‘l) (~1 
< (Eisf)“2 (~)lw,=ti,+ J dsjC,,(E, /VJ;(~)~‘~ (w). (2.8) 
w - (0 > 
Hence, using our technical assumption (2.3a), we obtain 
(E;s~)“~ (CO)< (Eisf)1’2 (w)~,,=,,,+s~(o) C,ib. (2.9) 
Now we apply the same consideration to the first term on the rhs of (2.9), 
with others j’ # i, j. An iteration of this argument and use of assumption 
(2.1) lead to the inequality 
(E,sf)‘,” (0) < (Eis;)1’2 (6) + c sj(w) Cjib < a + c s,(o) C,;b. (2.10) 
jtr\i /Et-\! 
This ends the proof of Lemma 2.2. 1 
Now we take a measure E; E B and apply the compatibility condition 
for specifications together with Lemma 2.2 to get for any ie A 
(2.11) 
We used here also the fact that by definition of local specification and of 
function si in (2.2) we have for j E /i’ 
E$s, = ~~(0) = 0. 
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From (2.11) and assumption (2.3b) we obtain 
E;s&z(l -yb)-’ (2.12) 
for any i E A. Since the functions si, i E r, are bicompact, we may conclude 
that a sequence of measures {E;>,, EFO, with YO being a countable base in 
J?, is compact. Therefore there is a subsequence Sb c & such that the limit 
lirnE:=p (2.13) 
% 
exists. By construction p E Y(g) and satisfies condition (2.4) with 
A =a(1 -yb)-‘. (2.14) 
We will show that the Gibbs measure ,E is unique and satisfies 
J..=!irnm (E,...Ei,f)(o) (2.15) 
with the sequence I z (ik E r}keN defined in Section 1. Suppose p E %(a) is 
a measure satisfying (2.4). To get the uniqueness result we use the defini- 
tion of Gibbs measure and show that for any ;~EP and any bounded 
positive function f~ %?:(a), f~ ZJ, we have 
lim p(E, . . . E, f2(w) - E, . . . E, f2(o)) = 0. (2.16) 
k-m 
To prove (2.16) it is sufficient to show that in L,(p) we have 
lim I(Eik . ..E.,f2)1’2(~)-(Eik...Ei,f2)1’2 (O)l ~0. (2.17) 
k-.m 
To consider the integrand in (2.17), for j E r and o E 0, let us define 
&‘EQ by 
o!j) := 
’ i 
‘1 for l<j 
01 for f+j. 
(2.18) 
With this notation, by application of the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
we obtain 
(E, ..~Ei,f2)“2(~)=(Eik...Ei,f2)1’2(0) 
Hence 
+u 
dxj Vj (E, . . . Ei,f2)1/2 (,(j)). (2.19) 
jer 0-o 
I (E, . . + Ei,f2)1’2 (0) - (E, ... Ei,f2)1’2 (c3)l 
G 1 sj(m) II IVj(Eik ...Eilf2)1’21 llm z 1 sj(m) II lvjFkI Ilmr (2.20) 
jPl- jsT 
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where on the rhs we used (1.12). From this using (2.4), the Holder 
inequality, and definition (1.29) we get 
p I(&. ‘. EiJy (0) - (E, . ‘. E;Jy (0)l 
(2.21) 
This together with (1.30) shows the uniqueness of the Gibbs measure p in 
the class of Gibbs measures atisfying condition (2.4). 
Remark. Using condition (Cii) and ideas given above one can obtain 
estimates on decay of correlations similarly as in Dobrushin theory (see 
Cl& 11,91). 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we would like to show that our condition (C) is satisfied 
for a large class of local differentiable specifications 6’ = {E; } n E .F on 
(Q, 2). A typical construction of such specification goes as follows: We 
take a continuous probability measure p on a finite dimensional (smooth 
connected) Riemannian manifold M, which satisfies the log-Sobolev 
inequality with a constant 0 <E < co. Such measures are relatively well 
characterized in the literature (see the references in [SO]). We will assume 
that the measure p does not vanish on open sets in M. To avoid some addi- 
tional discussion we will assume also that M has empty boundary and that 
the Dirichlet form associated to p and defined for smooth compactly 
supported functions on M is closable (for related conditions see, e.g., [Zl ] 
and references therein). Using the measure p we define a free measure p,, 
on (Q, 2) by 
p()qF-. (3.1) 
By the very definition the free measure pLo also satisfies log-S with the same 
coefficient C (see [ 11). The conditional expectation with respect to the 
o-algebra ZAc, /i E 9, associated to the free measure will be denoted by 
pLg I ,, . Let d denote the set of real measurable functions on (Q, C). 
An interaction Qi is a map 
@:F+d (3.2) 
such that for any XE 9 
@,EC,. (3.3) 
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We will say that an interaction @ is Gibbsian iff the norm 
II@!1 = SUP c Il@xllm 
icr XEF 
iCX 
(3.4) 
is finite. An interaction @ is called differentiable if Dxe WI(Q) for any 
XE F. The interaction energy U, at a volume /1 E 9 is defined by 
u, 1 cDx. (35) 
XEF:XnA#0 
Suppose for any A E 9 and o ED 
O<6,poln ecu”< co, (3.6) 
where 6, is the point measure concentrated at o. Then we define a local 
specification B = {I?,, } ,, E F by setting 
E?(f) := 6, 
14.4 n (e-““f) 
~~1~ (epuA) 
(3.7) 
For ,4 E {i}, with iE r, we will write simply Ei instead of Eli). 
A first interesting (especially for applications in statistical mechanics) 
situation is described in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let @ be a dlyferentiable Gibbsian interaction such that 
for any i,jer 
llvjuillm < O”. (3.8) 
Then the corresponding local differentiable specljkation d = (E> } ,, E ip 
defined by (3.7) satisfies condition (C) with a uniform log-Sobolev constant 
0 < c0 < 00 satisfying 
0 < co < Ce* ‘i@1/ (3.9) 
and 
o~c..-=2-1’*c~‘* sup ~vjU,(o)-vjUi(~)~ 31 ’ o,uieR 
(3.10) 
for i,jEr, i#j (for i= j we have C,=O). 
Proof: The differentiability of local specification d corresponding to 
interaction @ and defined by (3.7) easily follows from differentiability of Qi 
and assumption (3.8). The inequality (3.9), i.e., the condition (Ci), is a 
simple consequence of the Holley-Stroock lemma (Lemma 5.1 in [ 171). 
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Using the condition (Ci), we show in Lemma 3.2 below that also condition 
(Cii) is satisfied with a corresponding matrix c = (C,} i, jer. fulfilling (3.10) 
for off diagonal elements. This ends the proof of Proposition 3.1. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that 
llvj ui II ou < C0 (3.11) 
and that the measures EY given by (3.7) fulfill log-S with coefficient 
0 < c0 < 00 independent of i E I- and w E Q. 
Then for any strictly positive function f E Q?:(Q) and any i, j E r, i # ,j, the 
inequality 
Iv,(E:f *)1’21 < (Ep IV, f I*)“* + c,&?z:!J /Vi f I*)“* 
is satisfied with 
(3.12) 
o~Cji62~"2C~'2 SUP IViUj(W)-V,U;(G)l. 
w.GeR 
(3.13) 
ProoJ: Let us consider a strictly positive function f E g;(0). From the 
definition of our local specification we have 
E:“f*>O (3.14) 
and 
(E,f’)“‘~~#2). (3.15) 
Therefore 
IV~(Eif2)1’2(=2(Eif2)~“2 IV,Eif21. 
On the other hand 
(3.16) 
VjEif”=Ei2fVjf +E;(f*,VjU;), (3.17) 
where we used the notation 
E,(F, G) 3 E,(FG) - E,(F) E,(G). 
From (3.17) we have 
(3.18) 
IVjEif*l G lEi2fVjf I + IEi(f *, V, ui)l. 
Using Holder inequality we get 
IE;2fVjfl<2(Eif2)1’2(EiIVjf12)1’2. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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This by use of (3.16) yields the first term from the rhs of (3.12). To estimate 
the second term from the rhs of (3.19) we use the identity 
Ei(f’, VjUi)E iEi@Ei(f2(o)-f2(di))(VjUi(0)-VjU;(G)) (3.21) 
with o resp. 6 being the integration variables with respect to Ei resp. its 
isomorphic copy Ei. From this we obtain 
IEi(f’, VjUi)l < $ SUP IVjU,-VjOil .Ei@Ei If’-f’l, (3.22) 
o,u3En 
where we shorten the notation by writing f =f(w) and f=f(G), and 
similarly with U;. Now by Holder and the triangle inequality we obtain 
Ei@& If’-f’l <2(Eif2)1’2 (Ei@&(f-f)2)1’2. (3.23) 
Since Ei satisfies log-S with a constant 0 < c,, < cc, so Ei@ Bi also does 
with the same constant. Then, because obviously 
EiOEi(f-Y)=O (3.24) 
we may use the mass gap inequality [23-251 
Ei@&(f-~)2<c,Ei@&(~Vif~2+ (Vi~12)=2c,,Ei IVif12 (3.25) 
together with (3.23) to obtain 
Ei@ Ei If’ -7’1 & 2(Eif2)“* ~“*c;‘~(E~ lVif[2)1’2. (3.26) 
Inserting this into (3.22) we get 
IEi(f2, V,U,)l <2(Eif2)1’2 [2-1’2c;‘2 sup IVjUi-Vi&l] .(E, (Vifl2)1’2. 
0,6 (3.27) 
That by use of (3.16) yields the second term on the rhs of (3.12) with Cji 
satisfying (3.13). This ends the proof of Lemma 3.2. 1 
We would like to mention the following explicit example important for 
applications in statistical mechanics. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let (M= SN, g) be an NEN dimensional sphere with a 
C’ metric g. In this case the uniform probability measure p on A4 satisfies 
the log-Sobolev inequality; for N = 1 see [26, 23, 16, 271, for N 2 2 see 
[28,2]. Then assuming a smooth interaction to be sufficiently small, one 
may show that the corresponding measures Eo satisfy the log-Sobolev 
inequality with a constant 0 < c0 < cc (decreasing with interaction) inde- 
pendent of i E r and o E Q; for NE N by arguments given in the proof of 
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Proposition 3.1 and used in [29] for N = 1, and for N > 2 by TZ -criterion, 
see in [3], This by Lemma 3.2 implies condition (Cii) and we may apply 
Theorem 0.1 to obtain the log-Sobolev inequality for corresponding 
(unique) Gibbs measure on infinite lattice F. Let us note that 1ogSobolev 
inequalities for infinite systems corresponding to M = SN, N 2 2, have been 
obtained by use of the Bakry-Emery criterion in [3]. A particular example 
of application of our method with N = 1 and nearest neighbors interaction 
on F = Zd has been presented in [29], where the restriction to nearest 
neighbor interactions allowed a compact presentation. 
Recently the case M = S’ has been solved also by the r,-criterion in 
c41. 
Let us consider the second situation, when the single spin space is non- 
compact and when the interaction can be unbounded with unbounded 
derivative in general. Such a situation appears in field theory and also in 
statistical mechanics, where we need to consider a single spin space A4 - R 
and where we are interested in the study of infinite volume measures 
defined as a local perturbation of a Gaussian measure. To put this situation 
into our setting let us introduce a positive definite real matrix G = 
{G,} i.jcT possessing an inverse G-’ which satisfies 
1 IG;‘l<oo. (3.28) 
.is r 
For simplicity let us assume that for any i E IY 
Then we define a measure 
dx(e - (lP)G~‘x*.) 
which satisfies log-S with coefficient CZ G&‘. Let us set 
@,= f G+oioj 
for Xr {i, j} and zero for all other sets XE 9, 1x1 > 2. 
Additionally we take a local interaction 
CD{,) E v, := P-(0,), ieT 
with a smooth real function V such that 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) p(e- “) < co. 
580,‘105/1-7 
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In order to define a local specification we shall restrict ourselves to a subset 
G’, of all configurations w E 52 fulfilling for any i E I? the restriction 
L I ,I G,j'wj < 00. (3.34) 
Then we have that 
Vi(w) 3 c G,; ‘wiwj + V(w,) (3.35) 
jsr\i 
is finite for all o E Q, and iE I?. One may now check that the corre- 
sponding family gG = {E,” } n E F, o E Rc given (3.7) forms a local differentiable 
specification. For further purposes let us set 
(i-1 _ G,:’ 
J’ -G;l* 
(3.36) 
The first interesting result in the present case is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S;; z (Ey }, Er,O ERG be a local differentiable 
spec$cation defined by (3.7) and (3.30)-(3.35). Suppose there is 0 < m2 < co 
such that in the sense of quadratic forms 
O<G-‘-m2<az (3.37) 
and the function (l/2) m2x2 + V(x) is convex. Then the corresponding 
probability measures Ep satisfy log-S with a constant 0 <co < (G&l - m2) 
independent of i E r and w E 0,. Additionally if 
Il~Vll, < a 
then the specification C& fulfils condition (Cii) with 
(3.38) 
o<cji,<lGJ;‘l (1+2-“2C;‘2 sup IV’(x)- V’(y)[) 
X,YER 
for i,jEr, i#j. 
(3.39) 
Remark. One may see that the situation described in the above 
Proposition 3.4 corresponds to Dobrushin uniqueness, see, e.g., [30]. 
ProoJ The proof of condition (Ci) is easy, e.g., by use of the 
Bakry-Emery criterion [2] or any other standard argumens for finite 
dimensional measures. 
To see that (Cii) holds we use the same strategy as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2. Therefore we take a positive function f E W:(B), points i, j E r, 
i# j, and repeat (3.16)-(3.20). By this we get the first term from the rhs of 
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(Cii). To analyze the term corresponding to the second one on the rhs of 
(3.17), we use the present definition of measure Ei and integration by parts 
with the measure p to get 
Ej(f2,ViU;)=E~(f2,G,~‘w~)=~~~‘Ei2fVif-~JI;’Ei(f2,V,V). (3.40) 
This formula and assumption (3.38) allow us to use the same arguments as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.2. By this we arrive at the inequality 
lV,(E, f *)I’*1 < (Ei IV, f l*)l’* + Cji(Ei IVi f I*)“* (3.41) 
with 
O<C,;QIc7,;‘l (1 +2-“*c;‘* sup IV’(x)- V’(y)l). 
x, y E R 
(3.42) 
This ends the proof of Proposition 3.4. 1 
We would like to mention one explicit example of application of the last 
result, important for statistical mechanics. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let for i, Jo r E Zd 
1 
G, := m I 
1 
(n,n,d dq eiq(‘--l)G(q) 
with a symmetric function e(q) such that 
(3.43) 
(344) 
Let 
V(x) = -In c~/?‘/~x. (3.45) 
Then one may show (see [31,32]) that the local specification and corre- 
sponding Gibbs measures describes uniquely a discrete spin Ising model on 
the lattice. In the situation described by (3.43)-(3.45), with G sufficiently 
smooth if one wishes (3.28) to be true, the assumption (3.38) of Proposi- 
tion 3.4 is satisfied for 
B II~II,~ 1 (3.46) 
which is precisely the uniqueness region of [32]. (The last being true also 
for long range interactions for which (3.28) is not fulfilled.) Then we have 
the uniform log-S constant 
c,,=G,‘-/I’ (3.47) 
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and (for i # j) 
0 < c.- < IG:‘I (1 + (2@,)“*). P 11 (3.48) 
This means that our condition (0.13) reads 
(1 + (2@,)“2) c IG,;‘/ < 1. (3.49) 
je r\i 
Unfortunately the presented result does not include an important (for 
applications in euclidean field theory) case when the local interaction V 
does not satisfy (3.37). In general this case can be very complicated, but for 
mentioned applications it is sufficient o consider the situation when all off- 
diagonal elements of the matrix G-’ are nonpositive. This last restriction 
implies, see [6,41,42], that the corresponding local specification d = 
PLLGF is attractive, i.e., for any increasing (with respect to each coor- 
dinate oi) function f E Z, its image E> f is also an increasing function, for 
any A E 9. (That property in euclidean field theory corresponds to “second 
quantization” of maximum principle of classical (quasi-linear) elliptic 
operators.) 
Now suppose that a local interaction V is such that its derivative V 
exists and is increasing. Then for any S from a set &‘\, of nonnegative 
increasing functions on (52, A), we have that f2 E &‘L and so 
Eij-*ad; (3.50) 
for all Ei E d, ie r, with d being our attractive local specification. Using 
this we get for i, j E I?, i #j 
O<VjEif2=2EifVjf+~G,;‘( Ei(f2,q) (3.51) 
(where we use the definition of Ei and take into account that G,;’ < 0 for 
i#j). Note that by FKG inequality, see, e.g., [6, 41, 421, we have 
0 < Ei(f *3 wi) (3.52) 
and 
0 < Ei(f *, v’), (3.53) 
since by our assumption both f * and V’ are increasing (nondecreasing). 
Using these and integration by parts with the measure p we obtain 
O<E,(~*,W~)=(G&$~ (E,2fV,f-Ei(f2, V’)) 
d (G&l)-’ Ei2f V,f. (3.54) 
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From (3.51) and (3.54), by application of the Holder inequality together 
with (3.16), we get for any fe &‘f, and i, j E F, i # j the inequality 
O<Vj(Eif*)l’* < (Ei IVjfl*)l’* $ pT,;‘I (Ei IVifl*)l’* (3.55) 
with c?,;’ defined in (3.36). This inequality and the fact that 
E,(d~)zd+ (3.56) 
for any iEr, allow us to apply the arguments of Section 2 to obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let d = {E, } ,, E ,F be an attractive local specification 
defined by (3.7) and (3.30)-(3.35), with a matrix {G,; ’ } whose off-diagonal 
elements are nonpositive and a continuous local interaction V, for which V’ 
exists p - a.e. and is increasing. Suppose that 
y = sup max 
ier ( 
c IG;‘l, 1 IC,ll 
js r\,i jt T\i > 
< 1 
Then the unique Gibbs measure u E g(b) with the bounded moments atisfies 
for any function f E a\ a log-Sobolev inequality 
PfZ lo!?3 Ifl dw IVfl’+ Pf2 hGf2)'~* (3.58) 
with a constant 0 CC < co independent off e X+(p). 
Remark. We expect that Proposition 3.6 in fact implies log-S for the 
unique measure p E 9(B) for an attractive specification 8. 
As an example of an application of Proposition 3.6, let us mention the 
lattice approximation of exponential model [34] of euclidean field theory 
in two dimensions. In this case we have 
V(x) = 11 dv(a) ear (3.59) 
with v a probability measure on R and 0 < 13 < 00. Using our result and 
taking the continuum limit [34,41,42], of lattice model (with delining 
objects suitably dependent on lattice spacing) we obtain the (restricted) 
log-Sobolev inequality for the unique [44] Gibbs measure of exponential 
model in two dimensional euclidean space with corresponding constant 
0 CC < m;*, with m, being the bare mass of the model. 
Let us note that the result corresponding to the last remark and Proposi- 
tion 3.6 may also be obtained by use of the Bakry-Emery criterion [2] 
with VE U*(M) convex (without restriction to the functions f e a’!+). 
By this we finish the study of the continuous case, when the single spin 
space M is a smooth Riemannian manifold. 
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4. Log-SoBOLEv INEQUALITIES FOR DISCRETE SPIN SYSTEMS 
In this section the single spin space is taken to be M= { - 1, +l }, which 
is a case of great importance for statistical mechanics. The space of spin 
configurations is now Q = { - 1, +l }’ and following the tradition its 
elements we will denote by 0 = (~~)~~r. We keep the same notation as 
before for o-algebras of sets in 0. The role of the gradient Vi with respect 
to the ith coordinate is now played by the projection operator 
BiS:=+(flot= +l-flo,= --I)Oi* (4.1) 
Let 
For /1 c r we define 
and 
Air 1 -B,. (4.2) 
B~fz (Bif)ien (4.3) 
I&J-I’= 1 IBif12- (4.4) 
icA 
If n = IY we write simply B s B,. 
Let ,U be a probability measure on (8, 2). We say that p satisfies the 
log-Sobolev inequality with a constant 0 < CC cc iff 
,d2 1% V-l G CP WI2 + PU-’ W,@‘)“’ (4.5) 
for any measurable function f for which pf2 < cc and ,u IBy]’ < co. Let p,, 
be a free measure defined as the infinite product of uniform probability 
measures on M = { - 1, +l >. It is known, see [ 11, that p0 satisfies log-S 
with a constant c = 1. Suppose @ = { Qp,},,, is a Gibbsian interaction, i.e., 
an interaction on (Q, Z) satisfying the condition 
II@11 = SUP c Il@xll m -=c 00. 
isr xe-9 
ieX 
(4.6) 
A corresponding local specification d = (E> } ,, E F, given similarly as in 
Section 3 (by (3.5~(3.7), is well defined. 
For investigation of Glauber’s stochastic dynamics [ 121 one uses a semi- 
group whose generator 9 is defined by 
-w(o) := c dw-m -f(Q)) (4.7) 
kPl- 
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for any local function, i.e., f E .Z, for some ,4 E 9, with the functions 
where Uk are defined with potential @, and 
for i#k 
for i=k. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
One can show, see [13, 141, that 
p6ps =o (4.10) 
and so any Gibbs measure is a stationary measure for the corresponding 
stochastic dynamics. A quadratic form corresponding to -9 with the 
Gibbs measure p equals (see [ 131) 
Since by our assumption (4.6) and (4.8) we have 
O<$(l-th l(@lJ)dc,(a)<l (4.12) 
so the inequality (4.5) is equivalent to the following fog-Soboleu inequality 
for the Gibbs measure p 
Pf21% Ifl ~C’~L(f(--f))f~f210g(~f2)“2 (4.13) 
with a constant 0 < c’ < cc independent of a function f satisfying pf2 < co 
and p IBf )* < co. By general theory of [ 1 ] the inequality (4.13) implies 
hypercontractivity of the semigroup 
P, 3 erY (4.14) 
and a mas gap in the spectrum of generator -4p [25,23]. 
In this section we would like to extend our previous results to the case 
of discrete spins. It appears that in the present situation we shall have to 
modify the condition (C). We begin by showing how it could look like. 
Afterwards we prove a result corresponding to Theorem 0.1 in the present 
situation. 
First of all let us note that in the case under consideration the condition 
(Ci) is essentially redundant. 
Using Theorem 3 of [ 11, which sayss that the value of the log-Sobolev 
constant of uniform measure on { - 1, +l } equals one, and the 
Holley-Stroock Lemma (Lemma 5.1 in [7]) one easily gets 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let d= {E;}n,9 be a local specification on (Q, C) 
defined with a Gibbsian potential @. Then the one point measures Ey satisfy 
the log-Sobolev inequality with a constant 0 < c0 < CQ independent of i E r 
and TV E 0, satisfying 
0 < co < e2 ll@ll. (4.15) 
Remark. A similar result holds also for other measures E; E d, with the 
corresponding constants dependent only on the volume /A( and the norm 
(4.6) of interaction. 
Now we would like to find an analog of condition (Cii). In the present 
case we have the following result 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 6= (E;},,,, be a local specification on (9, C) 
defined with a Gibbsian potential @. Then for any function f E C and any 
i,jEr, i#j 
with 
and 
IBj(Eif2)“2( <a(E, IBjfj2)“2+Cji(Ei IBif12)1’2 (4.16) 
1 da < 21Pe’2 il~il (4.17) 
O~Cji~221’2e8~~~~~~~~~~‘2 IIBjUilJ,. (4.18) 
Note that by definition of local specification 
B,(Eif2)“*=0. (4.19) 
Using this let us introduce a matrix c 3 {C,,},, jer with 
c, z 0. (4.20) 
ProoJ: Let us note that for any function FEZ we have 
BjF2 = 2A,F. B,F. (4.21) 
From this we see that to get (4.27) it is sullicient to show the bound 
(Bj(Ei f 2)‘/2( < 2Aj(Ei f *)l/‘. [rhs (4.16)]. (4.22) 
By definition (4.1) of Bj we have 
IBjEif21 = 5 IEif I:,= +I MEif Izjz -11. (4.23) 
We would like to study the rhs of (4.23) using the fundamental theorem of 
calculus. Therefore we introduce interpolating functions 
f,(a)=f(a,v,~j):=A,f+~jf.~j, (4.24) 
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where S/EC-l, l] and 
We will need also interpolating measures E,,,,, sj E [ - 1, 1 ] defined by 
setting in the corresponding definition (3.7) an interpolating interaction 
energy 
Ui,,,- Ui(a,\j, sj) := AJUi+ BjUi.sj. (4.26) 
Using this we have 
(4.27) 
where aj = dfdsj. 
Let us consider the first term from the rhs of (4.27). By the Schwarz 
inequality we get 
Since 
IEi,s,(f, a,ifs,)l G (E,,fZ,)” (Ei,s, lajL,12i01’2. (4.28) 
(4.29) 
and by definition (4.24) of the interpolating function 
a,&= Bjf, 
so using (4.28) and (4.25) we obtain 
IEi,sj(f, aj.L,)l < e 4 ““~“‘Il=(E~ff,)‘/~ (E, IBjf12)l/*, 
Now let us note that by the Holder inequality we get 
1 1 
2 I- ds,(E,f;,)“’ < (E,AJfZ)“*. 
1 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
Using (4.29) we have also 
Aj(Eif2)1’2Ei C(Eil,= +,flFj,= +I)“‘+ (EiIg,= -IfI:,= -1)““] 
2e-211B~“ztim 4 [(Eif& +,)li2+ (Eifli,= _1)112] 
> e-2 IIB/UJI~(E~ 4 Ajf2)1/*. (4.33) 
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From (4.32) and (4.33) we get 
1 1 2 I- dsj(Eif~)‘/* < 2’/*e2 11~uillmAj(Eif2)1/2. (4.34) 
1 
Combining (4.28) and (4.31) we obtain 
1 
dsj 2E,, fs, 8, fs, G 2Aj(Eif2)l12 [2112e6 ‘lE~ui”m(Ei pjf 12)1/2], 
(4.35) 
Let us now consider the second term from the rhs of (4.27). We use the 
property (4.30) for U,, and the identity 
E,,(fi., B,Ui)=4Ei,s,QE,,,(f%-~:;)(~jUi-B/8,), (4.36) 
where to shorten the notation we introduced for functions a convention 
Fr F(a) and FE F(d) with (r resp. d being the integration variables of E,, 
resp. ,$Sj the isomorphic copy of E,,. From (4.36) and the Holder 
inequality we get 
IEi,,(f i, BjUi)l 
~4 II~jui-~j~iIIa~ IEi,,~~i,~,(f:,-f:;)l 
< Il~jUi-Bj~iIIm (E,,fi)1’2 (Ei,,O~:i,,(f,-J1,)*)“*. (4.37) 
Now we use (4.29) to increase the rhs of (4.37) as 
IEi,,(f;, BjUi)l < llBjUi-i?jt&, e6”4Ui”m(Eif;)1’2 
.(Ei6Ei(fsj-X,T,)2)2. (4.38) 
Integration of both sides of (4.38) with respect o sj and similar arguments 
as in (4.32) and (4.33)-(4.34), yield the inequality 
1 
dsjE,,(fG> ajUi,,) 
~2~j(Eif2)1~22~1~2e8’JB~u~J’m II~jUi-~j~il(), 
X (EiQEi iAj(f -y)*)“** (4.39) 
To estimate the last factor on the rhs of (4.39) let us note that 
(Ei&q;Aj(f -jyp* 
(4.40) 
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Since Ei satisfies log-S with a constant 0 < c,, < 00 (independent of external 
conditions o,,~ and i E I?) so do Ei@ Ei with the same constant. Therefore 
we have the mass gap inequality [23-251 
EjO~'i(S-~)*~CgEi8E,(IBifJ2+IBi~J2)=2CoEi)Bif12. (4.41) 
This together with (4.39) and (4.40) gives the following bound on the 
second term from the rhs of (4.27) 
Adding (4.42) to (4.35) and using property (4.21) we obtain 
I&(Eif2)1'21 <a(E;(BJ(*)'~*+ Cji(EiIBif12)"2 
with 
and 
1 < a < 2’4’3 lIWI/m( 1 + 2We* Ile,~~il~ IIB,ui-BjziiIlx) 
O<Cji~2--"*e*"B,U"I, IIJjjui-Bj~jI(, $2. 
We may use the fact that 
IIBjuillcc d II@/1 
and 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
to get the simplified expressions (4.17) and (4.18). This ends the proof of 
Proposition 4.2. 1 
We see that the condition (4.16) given in Proposition 4.2 is of the same 
structure as the condition (0.12). Therefore if we would have a = 1, we 
could repeat almost literally the considerations of Section 2 and get the 
same result as in Theorem 0.1. If a > 1, then we still can get a nontrivial 
result imposing a stronger smallness condition on y. We illustrate that by 
considering the following special case with r = Zd and a local specification 
defined with a finite range interaction (i.e., Gp, = 0 if diam(X) > r for some 
~-EN). Let qza’. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let b= (EL},,~~ be a local specification on the space 
52 = { - 1, + 1 }’ defined by a Gibbsian potential @ of finite range r. Let the 
measure Ey satisfy the log-Sobolev inequality with a constant 0 < c0 < co 
independent of i E I’ and co E 52. Suppose also that for any strictly positive 
function f E Z and all i, j E r, i # j 
~Bj(Eif2)"*~ <a(Ei IBjfj2)‘/*+ Cji(lEiBif12)1’2 (4.48) 
with a constant 1 <a < 03 independent of i and j, and a matrix c = 
( C, > 0) i, je r for which the correspondng parameter 
y=SLlpmax C Cji, 1 Cij 
icl? ( jcr jcr ) 
(4.49) 
fuljIlls 
O<yr/<l. (4.50) 
Then the unique Gibbs measure pcEY(&) satisfies the log-Sobolev inequality 
with coefficient 
O<c<c,$(l -y’I)-2. (4.51) 
Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as that of the corresponding 
result for continuous spin systems. Now, due to the constant 1 <a < co in 
(4.48), we shall have to change the rhs of estimate (1.14) and multiply the 
first factor on its rhs by a. Expanding similarly the first term from the rhs 
of (1.14) we will gain another factor a. Continuing this procedure further 
we see that, because of finite range interaction, we may get at most a factor 
q before we get again a small factor C,. Taking this fact into account, a 
simple modification of the considerations from Section 1 yields the results 
of Theorem 4.3. 1 
Traditionally in statistical mechanics for a given interaction @ one 
defines a family &P’s, p > 0, of local specifications at corresponding tem- 
perature /3-l, by the energy functional multiplied by factor p. Then from 
Proposition 4.2 we see that the condition (4.50) can be always satisfied by 
taking /3 suficiently small. As a consequence of Theorem 4.3 we obtain that 
the corresponding stochastic dynamic is hypercontractive in the high tem- 
perature region. (For further investigation of discrete spin systems see 
C351.) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The purpose of this paper was to consider the idea of [29], that a 
unique Gibbs measure p E g(g) which can be represented in the form 
,u = lim E, . . . E,, (5.1) “-CC 
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with {E;“E&}..~ and a sequence (in E r}ncN going infinitely many times 
through each point of the lattice, satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality, provided it is fulfilled by the conditional measures Ej" with a 
constant independent of a point in r and external condition o E 52. In 
other words (as stated in [29]) we wanted to show that log-Sobolev 
inequalities satisfied by conditional measures Er with the constants 
uniformly bounded in o E 52 and i E r, and Dobrushin uniqueness theorem 
(assuring representation (1.5)), imply log-Sobolev inequalities for the 
unique Gibbs measure on the infinite lattice r. This property of log- 
Sobolev inequalities for product measures is given in [ 11. 
We have given a general condition for the above statement o be true 
and verified it in important cases of continuous and discrete spin systems 
on an infinite lattice. 
By this we obtained some understanding why the measures on infinite 
dimensional spaces can satisfy log-Sobolev inequalities. 
Let us mention that our method applies to the situations when the 
Bakry-Emery criterion does not work, like, e.g., discrete spin systems. 
(Although on the domain of intersection of both methods, Bakry-Emery 
works in a very nice and more effective way.) 
In the work presented here we did not look for the optimal bounds of 
quantities appearing in our approach and therefore we did not show that 
our results hold in the full region of Dobrushin uniqueness (as formulated 
in [7-91). Since this seemed to be less important, we postponed that to 
future investigations. (It is clear that from our condition (C) one can get 
an estimate of Dobrushin’s interaction matrix.) However, the results of this 
and our work [35] (where we have shown log-S for Gibbs measures of one 
dimensional discrete spin systems with short range interactions at any tem- 
perature) suggest that log-Sobolev inequalities remain valid far outside 
Dobrushin’s uniqueness region. That is in the region where instead we have 
its generalization, so-called Dobrushin-Schlosman uniqueness condi- 
tion [36], satisfied. Let us note that this last condition implies that the 
unique Gibbs measure admits a representation 
p= lim E,,"...E,,,, (5.2) n-m 
with {ni,~9},,, being a suitable sequence of sets of finite (fixed) volume, 
“covering” each point of lattice infinitely many times. 
Let us now come back to the example following Proposition 3.4, 
concerning the Ising models in field (Kac-Siegert) representation. We note 
that when applying the Bakry-Emery criterion to a field measure one gets 
log-Sobolev inequalities in the uniqueness region of [32], which is also the 
Dobrushin uniqueness region. (At the same region we have also Brascamp- 
L.ieb inequalities [37], which were the main tool used in [32].) We want 
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to remark that one can use the mentioned criterion also for nonabsolutely 
summable interactions considered in [32], where the Dobrushin unique- 
ness method is noneffective. This result implies fast return to equilibrium 
(with an “evolution” modeled by stochastic dynamics) in the region where 
the phase transition is absent. It would be very interesting to recover this 
result directly for the corresponding discrete spin system and establish a 
correspondence between dynamics of field and spin systems connected by 
the Kac-Siegert transform. (For equilibrium physics such a correspondence 
has been established in [31].) In connection to what we said up to now a 
natural question arises: Does uniqueness of the Gibbs measure imply the 
log-Sobolev inequality? A physical intuition suggests that in general the 
answer should be no. It would be interesting to show that in particular the 
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [38] is accompanied by dynamical 
phase transition, i.e., a change from exponential to algebraic rate of return 
to equilibrium. One may also expect to have a change to algebraic rate at 
the point of second order phase transition. 
It would be also very interesting to show that spin glass phase tran- 
sition [39] is accompanied by dynamical phase transition. (Note that such 
phenomena are experimentally observed. Let us also mention that in fact 
at present we have no rigorous results on the spin glass phase transition 
(but see [40]). One may expect to have such a phase transition for the 
long range interactions considered in [32, [31].) The other interesting 
problem concerns verification of log-S for probability measures on the 
space of real distributions ,4”‘(Rd) constructed in euclidean field theory (see 
[41,42] and references given there). Up to now we know that this 
inequality is satisfied for the free euclidean field defined by a Gaussian 
measure p0 on Y’(Rd), see [l], and the measures corresponding to the 
exponential model [34] in two dimensions (which can be proven, e.g., by 
lattice approximation and, e.g., the Bakry-Emery criterion). Other exam- 
ples are provided by the time zero measure of the model with exponential 
interaction for which the global Markov property has been proven in [43] 
(see also [44,45]) and where the physical Hamiltonian equals the closure 
of the Dirichlet form and has a mass gap in its spectrum. It would be 
also interesting to show log-S for euclidean measures of models with 
trigonometric and polynomial interactions and corresponding time zero 
measures. 
The last interesting prblem we want to mention is the question of 
whether one can generalize the hypercontractivity theory based on the log- 
Sobolev inequality (as in [l]) to noncommutative setting, where we shall 
have to deal with a (Markov) semigroup P, = ePrD, the generator D being 
defined in the simplest case by a quantum Dirichlet form of type 
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given by a KMS-state o on the %*-algebra (with unit), corresponding to 
derivation 6. The first step in this direction has been done in [46] (see also 
[47]). The other very interesting examples of quantum (dissipative) semi- 
groups and operators one may find in [47,48] (see also references therein). 
The investigations in this domain would be interesting for eventual applica- 
tion to noncommutative geometry and quantum spin systems on a lattice. 
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